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dispatch NOW IN SAN FRANCISCO
This exhibition
brings ancient
Egypt back to life.

SIP

STAY

LUMA’S community
space boasts plush
lounge seating.

The first-ever hotel in Mission Bay, the innovative new
LUMA Hotel San Francisco beckons with a variety of luxury
amenities, including a 1,500-square-foot, state-of-the-art
fitness center, enclosed rooftop bar and sky lounge, and
several large-scale art installations from notable San Francisco
artists. We recommend the 16th-floor penthouse suite, which
boasts a separate living and dining room, powder room, wet
bar and full spa bathroom complete with a soaking tub and
river stone shower. Plus, the lodging’s proximity to Chase
Center and Oracle Park equals endless entertainment. 100
Channel St., 415.266.9999, lumahotels.com/san-francisco

38 san francisco

Fresh Victor makes crafting tasty cocktails easy, like this
cactus pear and pomegranate cosmo.

Make entertaining
a breeze with San
Francisco’s own Fresh
Victor, cold-pressed
juice mixers that create
perfect craft cocktails
in an instant.
Choose from nine
refreshing flavors,
including Mexican
lime and agave (best in
margaritas), three citrus
and mint leaf (optimal for
mojitos) and pineapple
and ginger root (perfect
for pisco punch). With
only 75 to 90 calories per
serving, as well as being
all natural, gluten free,
kosher and vegan, each
deliciously boozy beverage
can be enjoyed guilt free.
Purchase online or in
select San Francisco Whole
Foods, Mollie Stone’s,
Draeger’s and more.
Cheers! shopfreshvictor.com
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WITNESS

A revolutionary immersive exhibition,
Ramses the Great and the Gold of the
Pharaohs transports guests to the golden
age of ancient Egypt under the rule of Ramses II, also known as
Ramses the Great. Explore more than 180 artifacts at this stunning
exhibition, including objects from the pharaoh’s personal collection
as well as those found elsewhere in Egypt to offer an idea of what his
tomb must have included. The virtual reality experience is a must,
allowing guests to tour two of Ramses’ most impressive monuments,
Abu Simbel and Nefertari’s tomb. Through Feb. 12, 2023, de Young
Museum, 50 Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive, 415.750.3600, deyoung.famsf.org

